The Contemporary Slovenian House
Through the Eyes of Young Architects
2013
competition for students of architecture

Objective of competition is to create competitive plan of a family house for four-member family. Purpose is to find an architectural solution that would reflect national characteristics of historical and modern residential architecture. Organizers deliberately refrain themselves from promulgating further thematic restrictions on competition projects.

Contents of the competition:
situations layout = 1:100
plan, section layout = 1:100
visualization of exterior and interior, Sketchup 3D model
author’s report max. 1000 characters texts and descriptions in English and in national language (country specific)
exhibition panel Kapoo in format: B1 700x1000 portrait
3D model scale = 1:50 underlay 700x500

Deadline for submitting competition projects
29 March 2013

Further information on the competition:
http://www.greatvillas.org